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Feeling inspired?
Click on the product image to find more information and ideas
www.IKEA.sa
Are you dreaming of enjoying with your family under the warm sunshine? Or having a light and refreshing meal with your loved one? Or spend some time alone in the shade of your garden?

Let’s learn together about all the solutions available for furnishing outdoor spaces.
Take it easy

All you need to do is relax and enjoy your rest time.

NÄMMARÖ
Table, outdoor,
light brown stained, 140x75 cm.
205.103.07

SR 585
NÄMMARÖ
Table and 2 folding chairs, outdoor,
light brown stained/Kuddarna beige
794.348.62
SR 819

FEJAN
Table+2 folding chairs,
outdoor, white/white
594.349.49
SR 225
ASKHOLMEN
Table+2 chairs, outdoor, light brown stained/Kuddarna grey
SR 693

SUNDSÖ
Table+2 chairs, outdoor, grey/grey
SR 575

BONDHOLMEN
Table+4 chairs w armrests, outdoor, grey stained
SR 2,875
DUVSKÄR
Table and 2 chairs, outdoor/black-blue
SR 1,295

LÄCKÖ
Table+2 chairs, outdoor, grey
SR 645

TORPARÖ
Table and 2 folding chairs, outdoor, white/white/grey, 70x42 cm
SR 385
This reclining chair also works for dining, lounging or sun-bathing. It's foldable for easy storage too.

Sitting or relaxing?

NÄMMARÖ
Table+6 reclining chairs, outdoor, light brown stained/Kuddarna beige 894.912.12

SR 3,135
Need extra seating?

Perfect when you need extra seating for guests, and even then it can be used as a beautiful flower stand.

Or create your own seating?

These outdoor moduler sofa allows you to create a sofa in any shape and size you want.

Or separate sittings?

Raised plants in large pots are a smart way to divide your outdoor space into rooms with clear dividers.
Lounging and relaxing
Find your outdoor modular sofa style

TVARÖ
Seat sec for modular sofa, outdoor, brown

SR 595
SEGERÖN
Luxurious yet simple, with design and quality that will last for many relaxing days outdoors.

NÄMMARÖ
Outdoor modular sofas help you create a place to spend quality time together all summer long.

SR 1,550

HAVSTEN
Armchair, outdoor, beige/beige

SR 1,425
**JUTHOLMEN**
This set is made of durable rattan, plastic and coated steel that is easy to care for.

3-seat modular sofa, outdoor, dark grey/kuddarna beige
210x73/138 cm
SR 1,944

**SOLLERÖN**
This set is made of durable rattan, plastic and coated steel that is easy to care for.

Armchair, outdoor, dark grey/Frösön/Duvholmen beige
SR 1,510
SEGERÖN
2-seat sofa, outdoor, white/beige/Frösön/Duvholmen beige
994.948.56
SR 1,790
SEGERÖN
3-seat conversation set, outdoor white/beige/ Frösön/Duvholmen beige
194.948.55
SR 3,450
HAVSTEN
2-seat sofa, outdoor, beige/beige
SR 2,350
JUTHOLMEN
2-seat modular sofa,
outdoor, dark grey/
Kuddarna beige
SR 1,140
Stylish flooring complements the beauty

RUNNEN
Floor decking, outdoor, light brown, 0.81 m²
SR 146.91 / m²
RUNNEN
Floor decking, outdoor, artificial grass, 0.81 m²
SR 199/Pack
Outdoor cooking

GRILLSKÄR
Charcoal barbecue, black/stainless steel outdoor, 86x61 cm
SR 1,595
GRILLSKÄR
Kitchen island w back panel, stainless steel/outdoor, 86x61x176 cm
SR 1,000

GRILLSKÄR
Kitchen island shelf unit, stainless steel, 86x61 cm
SR 1,120

GRILLSKÄR
Unit for sink, black/stainless steel outdoor, 86x61 cm
SR 695
Relax, we can help

Click and collect
We collect the items on your shopping list and you pick up yourself.

Assembly
Our independent, professional partners can assemble your products and take away the packaging.

Delivery
We can deliver your furniture direct to your home or business. We don't just stop at your front door – we take it to whatever room you want. You choose the date and time.

Finance options
You don't have to pay for everything at once. Choose from our wide range of flexible payment options.

Read more about our services on IKEA.sa/service or scan the QR code.
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